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As we jump into show season, there are a few considerations in regards to how your horse is shod that will help you 
maximize your opportunity for success.  The fact that there is a horse show every weekend until October, the first priority 
should be to start thinking about what sort of maintenance schedule you should put your horse on.
Every horse grows hoof at a slightly different rate, and depending on how structurally sound the hoof capsule is will dictate 
their individual time frame between shoeing.  High needs patients can be reset every 21 days in order to keep their perfor-
mance values at optimum; other horses that don’t campaign heavy can last up to 8-9 weeks.  But generally speaking, most 
performance horses in the Calgary area are shod at a 5-6 week interval due to weather and workload conditions.
Ideally, you should map out on a calendar when your priority show dates are and plan that to be in the middle of a shoe-
ing rotation.  For example, if your horse is shod every 5 weeks and your big show date starts July 1st , you should get your 
horse shod mid-June so that it is as solid as can be when you show.  I usually try to get my clients to reverse engineer their 
show schedules from the fall to the spring so that we can plan for maximum efficiency.  It is not uncommon for me to have 
100 or more horses that live shod at any given show that cycle all around the same times.  This can lead to long days and 
scheduling nightmares, so critical planning is key.

Types and styles of shoeing are as many and varied as there are farriers, but your horses specific needs are something that 
should be discussed in concert with your farrier, trainer, and vet to ensure that everyone is on the same page.  If your horse 
has soundness issues that dictate the use of bar-shoes or pads or various other therapeutic alternatives, then your farrier 
is best positioned to make a valued judgement call on what is appropriate for your horse’s needs.
Some trainers have specific ideal with regards to showing selection (ie: aluminum…) or how much length of shoe is re-
quired (ie: that’s how it’s done in Europe or California…)  These protocols should be decided upon with the ultimate focus 
of what is best for your horses hoof health, not what is fashionable.Rmember that everything we do with the horse has a 
pro and a con that must be factored into every equation.  If you honestly believe that putting aluminum shoes will result 
in a red ribbon, then be aware of the downstream consequences that will come with that decision.  Aluminum costs more, 
wears out twice as fast, resulting in shorter schedules that produce more nail holes that weaken walls, causing them to 
break down quicker.  Over the course of a long show season, these conditions can make it difficult to maintain healthy feet.
The old adage: no hoof- no horse: becomes painfully obvious if your horses feet fall apart mid-campaign.  Help your farrier 
do the best that they can for you and your horse by considering sensible scheduling and conservative shoe selection.
See you at the shows.
-Marshall  
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